
READ BEFORE USE

N Scale Steam Special Care Instructions

� 4-4-0 AMERICAN with Standard Tender

� 2-6-0 MOGUL with Standard Tender 

When handled with care N gauge locomotives will provide years of reliable performance. Please read the information below to better understand how to

properly handle these small locos to achieve the best results.

1) Front Coupler: This locomotive is equipped with a functional coupler.

2) Rear Coupler Box: The rear coupler box was designed to come apart. The cap piece (with shaft), reduction ring, and coupler all come off the

coupler box.

This allows customers to adjust the coupler height (lower or higher) based on track conditions and rolling stock.

In the course of shipping, the rear coupler assembly may become dislodged. It is NOT defective. Once correctly in place, it will not come off

when the loco is on the track or in use. Please see our website for coupler installation instructions.

3) Separating the Tender and Engine: In order to separate the tender from the engine remove the tender body. The front tender truck unit will

need to be removed next. After removal, gently pull down on the drawbat to release from the tender floor. Be careful and note all wiring prior

to starting each step. This process is not recommend and damage to your locomotive during this process, may void the warranty.

4) Power Supply Voltage: This N scale locomotive, was designed with a maximum voltage tolerance of 14v. Any power supply (DC/DCC)

exceeding this, can damage the locomotive or the electronic components.

If you have any questions, please contact MRC customer service. Do not return to your hobby shop or distributor.

We appreciate your business, and support of MRC-Model Power products.

Sincerely,

Model Rectifier Corporation

Edison, NJ 08837

www.modelrectifier.com
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